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The 'reverdies' are less apt to give narrative details.  They are
characterized by the beginnings only:
In the fresh sweet month of May,
when the fields are green and gay,
beneath a bush I heard a tale
sung me by a nightingale.
Saderala bon!
How sweet to slumber on
beneath the bushes in the dale.
(Bartsch 27.)
There follows an idyllic scene of a pretty girl in a garden talking
to the nightingale, and perhaps also to thrush, finch, lark, and
merlin:
and other birds, the shrubs within,
heard I singing in their Latin.
(Bartsch 30 a.)
It was not so much in the lyrics as in the epics that there developed
a conventional description of the coming of Spring which has
circulated to other parts of Europe. Spring, for the epic minstrel,
is the season when kings go forth to war; he feels it must be duly
marked. An order of development was established and used with
permissible variations: the grass grows green, buds appear, birds
build nests, bulls and horses frisk, and the lover seeks his lass.
The gambit may be raised to exquisite poetry, as by Chaucer in
the Canterbury Tales, or left in its significant simplicity, as in the
Castilian ballad of The Month of May; the order and details are
respected. The convention spreads as far as Greece, where the
modern Swallow Song is of this type (a description of the burgeon-
ing of nature). In the Ukraine the Spring song (vesna) is an
established type of folk-song, but the details are adapted to the
severer conditions of a Russian spring. The part allotted to the
birds of love makes the 'rossignolef a synonym for the lover.
From this point it is a short step to the delightful little allegories
we find in German traditional poetry (Vogelhochzeit}.
The narrative lyrics of Audefroi le Batard are especially rich in
traditional themes worked out in a semi-popular style. By feigning
death Belle Ysabiaus contrives to join Gerard; the theme is much
used in later balladry, and the device seems to be Italian in origin.
Belle Ydoine is an imprisoned princess, rescued by her lover Count
Garsile; this is the later Pernette. Belle Beatrice was snatched from

